
WASHINGTON:  The 20-year-old San Diego bakery
Con Pane Rustic Breads & Cafe went out of business
this month after an audit by US authorities found immi-
grants working there illegally. In April, a small Nebraska
town lost a potato processing plant, and the local rev-
enue it generated, in the wake of an immigration raid on
its facilities. A restaurant in New York appears to have
suffered similar fate in August.

Farmers say they are planting less, turning to
automation, eliminating some crops, leaving them to rot
in the field or contemplating selling out of the business
altogether-all because they cannot find enough immi-
grant labor. As the US birth rate is falling and a labor
shortage is worsening, President Donald Trump’s
crackdown on immigrants could make the situation
worse for businesses like these.

Trump and others who favor tighter immigration
controls say low-skilled migrant workers compete for
American jobs and drive down wages for all workers.

But a growing body of research suggests the con-
trary: that removing immigrant workers can be destruc-
tive, resulting in lost jobs, lower wages, canceled invest-
ments and less affordable services-even for Americans.
About 7.6 million unauthorized migrants work in the

United States, amounting to 4.6 percent of the labor
force, according to the Pew Research Center, and the
share is shrinking even as demand for workers is strong.
Immigrants staff major industries like food processing,
farming and hotels as well as small businesses such as
restaurants and building contractors and provide
sought-after services such as child care and cleaning.

In 2016, an analysis by the National Academy of
Sciences found there was “little evidence” that immi-
grants affected overall employment for the native-born.

And Julie Hotchkiss, an economist at the Federal
Reserve Bank of Atlanta, sifted through employer and
wage records from the state of Georgia and found
firms that hire unauthorized workers actually pay their
legally authorized workers higher wages and stay in
business longer.

Immigrants a ‘net positive’ 
“Paper after paper, I see a net positive impact from

the presence of these workers,” she told AFP, stipulat-
ing that her views are her own. Employment for US citi-
zens actually fell by 0.7 percent in communities where
authorities deported a half million mainly Hispanic
immigrants between 2008 and 2015, according to

research published in December by economists at the
Universities of Colorado and California.

Low-skilled immigrants often “complement” the
skills of higher-skilled native-born and legally author-
ized workers-allowing businesses to thrive and employ
more workers overall, they said.

An English-speaking restaurant host, for example,
will lose her job if immigrant cooks and dishwashers
flee and the restaurant closes. A high-skilled construc-
tion contractor may be unable to complete a job with-
out the low-skilled immigrant labor needed for prelimi-
nary demolition work.

In Mexico, an aging population and falling birthrates,
among other factors, mean that US neighbor to the
South country is no longer the largest source of
migrants, Randy Capps, research director at the
Migration Policy Institute, said. Instead, new arrivals
now come in large part from a smaller flow of Central
Americans and include many asylum-seeking children
and grandparents who are not of working age, he said.

“We’re not getting nearly the same labor supply
from unauthorized migration that we got before the
recession,” Capps said. These changes in the migrant
labor supply may be showing up in economic data.

For example, since 2018 the cost of gardening and
lawn care-a service frequently performed by
migrants-has risen between three and five times as
fast as overall consumer inflation, according to Labor
Department figures.

US employers frequently argue that Americans will
not do some jobs that migrant workers will, like picking
crabs or slaughtering animals in food plants. In August,
Americans rushed to fill newly open positions at a
Mississippi chicken processing plant after one of the
largest-ever federal immigration raids ensnared hun-
dreds of Hispanic migrants.

But it was unclear if there were enough applicants to
fill all the newly vacant positions or how long the
replacements would stick to their grueling new jobs.
Steven Camarota, a policy researcher at the hardline
Center for Immigration Studies, whose work has been
cited by the White House, told AFP that migrant work-
ers compete for jobs with low-skilled American labor-
ers, especially those without high school diplomas.

“How is it helpful to bring in more immigrant work-
ers if we all agree that we’re trying to make work pay, if
we’re trying to bring some of these folks back into the
labor market?” he said. — AFP
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NEW YORK, NY: People participate in the annual Women’s March in front of the Trump International Hotel in New York City. In the fourth iteration of the Women’s March, thousands are marching in cities across the world to draw
focus on immigration, climate change and abortion rights. — AFP
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American birth rate falling and labor shortage worsening

Trump clampdown threatens US jobs, wages

Boeing’s new 
777X airliner 
makes first flight
EVERETT, United States: Boeing’s new
long-haul 777X airliner made its first flight
on Saturday, a step forward for the compa-
ny whose broader prospects remain cloud-
ed by the 737 MAX crisis. The world’s
largest twin-engine aircraft landed at
Boeing Field near Seattle after approxi-
mately four hours in the air, following
months of delays and erratic weather in
recent days.

High winds led to the maiden flight’s
postponement on Friday, and the company
blamed weather for an earlier delay on
Thursday, which was rainy. A few minutes
after 10 am local time (1800 GMT), the
plane took off from the rain-slicked run-
way at Paine Field in Everett, Washington,
home to Boeing’s northwest US manufac-
turing site.

“Yes!” Boeing spokesman Josh Green
shouted as the plane’s wheels finally lifted
off the tarmac.

Just  minutes earl ier, the pi lots
deployed the plane’s winglets-folding
wing tips-designed to improve the craft’s
fuel efficiency and make it possible for
the plane, with the widest wing span ever
from Boeing, to be accommodated at
more airports. The first flight was origi-
nally scheduled to take place in mid-2019
but was postponed due to problems with
the new engine, manufactured by General
Electric, and difficulties with the wings
and software. 

Saturday marked the first of what is to
be a series of in-flight tests. If they go well,
Boeing will officially file for approval from
the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). 

With Boeing facing a crisis over its top-
selling 737 MAX following two deadly
crashes, the 777X is supposed to compete
in the long-haul aircraft market with the
A350 made by rival European aircraft
manufacturer Airbus.  

The flight was “a demonstration to the
world that we know what we are doing. We
know how to do aircraft designed safely
and instill trust in the public,” said Stanley
Deal, president and chief executive of
Boeing Commercial Airplanes.

Major airl ines including Emirates,
Lufthansa, Cathay Pacific, Singapore
Airlines and Qatar Airways have placed

some 340 orders for the 777X. The first
deliveries of the new model, with maximum
capacity of 384 to 426 passengers
depending on the configuration, are not
expected before early 2021, instead of mid-
2020 as initially planned. The aircraft
encountered significant problems during
pressurization tests in September. 

Business down 
Boeing’s business has also been weak-

ened by a lack of firm orders from Chinese
airlines for its 787 Dreamliner, which is
expected to see production cuts. The 777X
has a range of 16,200 to 13,500 kilometers
depending on its configuration and the
number of passengers aboard, according
to the Boeing website. It is also extremely
fuel-efficient, an important consideration at
a time when passengers are increasingly
concerned about carbon emissions. 

Its list price is between $410 million to
$442 mill ion, though customers often
negotiate discounts.

US air safety regulators could clear the
737 MAX to return to service before mid-
year, a person close to the process said
Friday. The plane has been grounded since
March following two deadly crashes, in
Ethiopia and Indonesia. On Tuesday,
Boeing announced that it did not expect to

win regulatory approval until mid-2020.
In addition to the crisis of confidence,

Boeing is seeking some $10 billion in loans
to deal with swelling costs for the MAX.
Boeing suspended production of the MAX
this month but Chief Executive David
Calhoun said this week the company plans
to begin ramping up production of the
model in anticipation of winning regulatory
approval to restart service. Calhoun began

as CEO earlier in January following the
ouster of Dennis Muilenburg, whose tenure
was rocked by the MAX crisis which led to
deteriorating relations between the com-
pany and the FAA.

Calhoun aims to turn the company
around, and has highlighted restoring
Boeing’s reputation with regulators, cus-
tomers and other stakeholders as an
imperative. —AFP

SEATTLE: Boeing employees and guests welcome a Boeing 777X airplane returning
from its inaugural flight at Boeing Field in Seattle, Washington on Saturday. — AFP


